
Kevin Seven
Ideas for questions and discussion points

The Map of Numberline Lane

• Kevin Seven is an odd number.  What other numbers are odd?
• Kevin Seven lives between which two other odd numbers?
• Kevin Seven lives near Katy Eight.  What is the total of 7 and 8?
• How many numbers come between Kevin Seven and Hebe Three?

Development of the mathematics in the story

• If Kevin Seven came out of his house at seven o'clock in the morning.
What would the time be in one hours time?

• There are a lot of leaves blowing around in the story?  How many
leaves are there altogether in the pictures during the book?

• What could you measure the planks with to help fix Nick Six's roof?
• Could you measure the roof in litres? Kilograms? Metres?
• If on of the planks came up to the number 3 on Kevin Seven's

measuring numberline, how long would a plank be if it were twice as
long?  What if the plank was 7 long to start with, how long would a
plank be if it were twice as long?

• If one plank came up to the “6” and the next came up to the “10”, how
much longer is the second plank?  If one plank came up to the “4” and
the next came up to the “9”, how much shorter is the first plank to the
second plank?

• The last plank measured by Kevin Seven comes up to the “5” on his
measuring numberline.  How big would a plank be if it were 3 longer?
Or if it were 4 shorter?

• If Kevin Seven had two planks, one measured up to the “8” and the
next plank measured up to the “3”, how long would they be if he put
them together?

• Can you find something that is longer or shorter than this book?  Can
you find something the same length?  Can you find something twice the
length of this book?

• Nigel Nine has measuring to do when he is cooking.  What sort of
things does Nigel Nine have to measure?
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